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Abstract

Although vanilla Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)

based detectors can achieve satisfactory performance on

fake face detection, we observe that the detectors tend

to seek forgeries on a limited region of face, which re-

veals that the detectors is short of understanding of forgery.

Therefore, we propose an attention-based data augmenta-

tion framework to guide detector refine and enlarge its at-

tention. Specifically, our method tracks and occludes the

Top-N sensitive facial regions, encouraging the detector to

mine deeper into the regions ignored before for more rep-

resentative forgery. Especially, our method is simple-to-

use and can be easily integrated with various CNN mod-

els. Extensive experiments show that the detector trained

with our method is capable to separately point out the

representative forgery of fake faces generated by differ-

ent manipulation techniques, and our method enables a

vanilla CNN-based detector to achieve state-of-the-art per-

formance without structure modification. Our code is avail-

able at https://github.com/crywang/RFM .

1. Introduction

The rapid development of face manipulation technology

makes the manufacture of fake face more accessible than

before, which further accelerates the spread of fake facial

images on social media [2, 3, 33, 34]. Meanwhile, advanced

techniques make it extremely difficult for human to distin-

guish between real and fake face [5, 11], raising constant

concerns about the credibility of digital content [26, 27, 30].

To mitigate the toll that manipulation technology takes on

society, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is widely

used to construct detector for fake face detection [35].

Unfortunately, although vanilla CNN-based fake face de-

tector can achieve satisfactory detection performance [28,

35], it may have a different understanding of forgery against

that of humans. Concretely, the experiment in Section 4.5

shows that vanilla CNN-based detector tends to check forg-

eries from a limited region of face, while humans usually

find representative forgery over the entire face. For exam-
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Figure 1. Comparison of detectors trained with traditional strat-

egy and with our proposed RFM. Through refining training data,

our method provides meaningful guidance to force a vanilla detec-

tor to allocate its attention to a larger and representative facial re-

gion, which greatly improves detection performance. Meanwhile,

the region of interest raises a remarkable correlation to the corre-

sponding manipulation technique.

ple, the representative forgeries of fake face generated by

Deepfakes [2] and Face2Face [34] usually appear on the fa-

cial boundary, while the representative forgeries of fake face

generated by StyleGAN [16] and PGGAN [15] are located

in the entire face flexibly (shown in Figure 2).

For better detection, detectors should allocate more at-

tention to the forgeries which can significantly represent the

corresponding manipulation technique, rather than overfit-

ting the forgeries which are mainly useful in minimizing

the bi-classification loss function on training set. Recent re-

markable breakthroughs [6, 8, 11, 13, 22, 40, 36, 38, 24]

address this problem to some extent, which generally fol-

low three directions: a) Through extracting the digital fin-

gerprints produced by the defect of manipulation technique,

some works [24, 36, 38, 40] achieve advanced general-

ization performance on CNN-generated facial images; b)

Some works [6, 8] divide face into multiple patches and

detect them independently, which compulsively optimizes

the receptive field of detectors on fake face. c) With well-

designed training dataset, some works [11, 13, 22] lever-
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Figure 2. Examples of fake faces generated by different manipula-

tion techniques. The faces generated by Deepfakes and Face2Face

have forgeries mainly on the facial boundary, while the forgeries

of faces generated by StyleGAN and PGGAN could appear any-

where on the face.

age the difference between real and fake faces of the same

source to guide detector learn the forgeries on fake faces,

which can further achieve forgery visualization.

In this paper, we propose an attention-based data aug-

mentation method Representative Forgery Mining (RFM)

to address the limited-attention problem by refining train-

ing data during training process. A brief comparison be-

tween the traditional strategy and our method is sketched in

Figure 1. Concretely, our method consists of two steps in-

cluding 1) using the gradient of detector to generate image-

level Forgery Attention Map (FAM), which can precisely

locate the sensitive facial region, and 2) utilizing Suspicious

Forgeries Erasing (SFE) to intentionally occlude the Top-N

sensitive regions of face, allowing detector to explore repre-

sentative forgery from the previously ignored facial region.

Specially, our method can be easily integrated with various

CNN models without extra structure modification and so-

phisticated training set.

Through decoupling detector’s attention from the over-

sensitive facial region, our method achieves competitive de-

tection performance with state of the art, and significantly

maintains the detection performance on fake faces which

only contain few technical forgeries. Moreover, the re-

gion of interest visualized by average FAM shows that our

method contributes to mining the representative forgery of

different manipulation techniques. The main contributions

of this work are as follows:

– We propose a tracer method called FAM to precisely

locate the facial region to which detector is sensitive, and

further use it as the guidance for data augmentation.

– We propose an attention-based data augmentation

method called SFE to help detector allocate more attention

to representative forgery under the guidance of FAM.

– We finally provide a framework called RFM, which

visualizes representative forgery without well-designed su-

pervision and enables a vanilla CNN-based detector to

achieve SOTA performance on DFFD and Celeb-DF.

2. Related Work

Face Manipulation Techniques. According to techni-

cal procedure, well-known face manipulation techniques [2,

3, 4, 9, 15, 16, 17, 33, 34] can be roughly divided into one-

stage and two-stage technique:

The main procedure of two-stage technique [2, 4, 21,

33, 34] can be briefly described as: 1) generating target

face or extracting face from target individual, 2) blending

target identity into source face by utilizing mask, graphics-

based technique, etc. In practice, two-stage techniques are

widely used for identity swap and expression manipula-

tion. Concretely, Thies et al. [34] propose a method to

transfer facial expressions from target to source face while

maintaining the identity of source person. “Synthesizing

Obama” [33] composites synthesized mouth texture with

proper 3D pose to help source face match the mouth in

target video. FaceSwap [4] can swap the face of a person

seen by camera with the face in the provided image. Deep-

fake [2] is the symbol of CNN-based face identity swap,

which uses an autoencoder to swap the identity of face. Li

et al. [23] generate a large-scale fake face dataset by us-

ing improved synthesis process, solving the low resolution,

color mismatch, inaccurate face masks and temporal flicker-

ing problems. Li et al. [21] propose a two-stage algorithm,

achieving high fidelity and occlusion aware face swapping.

Most of one-stage techniques [3, 9, 15, 16, 17] are im-

plemented based on GANs, which can achieve entire face

synthesis or expression and attributes manipulation without

constructing complex physical models. FaceApp [3] is a

consumer-level mobile application, providing multiple fil-

ters to selectively modify facial attributes. Choi et al. [9]

achieve facial attribute transfer and facial expression syn-

thesis for multiple domains by using only a single model.

ProGAN [15] is a popular GAN structure that can synthe-

size high-resolution facial images by progressively growing

both generator and discriminator. StyleGAN [16] achieves

the control of synthesis through a new structure, which can

automatically separate the high-level attributes and stochas-

tic variation in generated images. Karras et al. [17] further

improve the perception quality of synthesized images by re-

designing the structure of StyleGAN.

Fake Face Detection. Recent studies [6, 8, 11, 13, 22,

24, 25, 36, 38, 40] propose a variety of methods for fake

face detection. Dang et al. [11] assemble an attention-based

layer into detector to locate forgery region and improve de-

tection performance. Huang et al. [13] locate forgery re-

gion by using a modified semantic segmentation network.

Chen et al. [8] propose a detector which combines both

spatial domain and frequency domain as inputs for detec-

tion. Chai et al. [6] modify the structure of Xception [10],

regarding each receptive field as a patch and detecting them

independently. Li et al. [22] achieve high generalization

detection performance without using fake images generated
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Figure 3. The procedure of RFM, which can be divided into three parts. Firstly (in steps 1, 2), we generate FAM for each original image

of a single mini-batch. Then (in steps 3 and 4), we utilize SFE to erase the original images under the guidance of FAMs generated before.

Finally (in steps 5 and 6), we use the erased images as inputs to train detector. Specially, in contrast to offline pre-processing, RFM refines

training data dynamically during training.

by any existed manipulation methods. Specially, a series of

methods [24, 25, 36, 38, 40] are proposed to detect GAN-

generated fake face by leveraging the detectable digital fin-

gerprints produced by generators.

Data Augmentation. Data augmentation is a useful ap-

proach in addressing the underfitting problem caused by in-

sufficient data and preventing network from overfitting dur-

ing training process [12, 20, 31, 32, 37, 39, 41]. The most

commonly used random cropping [20] and random flip [31]

extracts a random patch from the original image and ran-

domly flips the original image, respectively. Dropout [32]

can also be regarded as a data augmentation method, which

randomly selects some hidden neurons and sets their out-

puts to zero. Mixup [39] creates new images to expand

dataset by calculating the weighted average of two differ-

ent images. Cutout [12] applies a fixed-size zero-mask to a

random location in image, while Random Erasing [41] ran-

domly selects a rectangle region in image and masks the

region with random integers. Adversarial Erasing [37] se-

lectively masks image based on the guidance of Class Acti-

vation Mapping (CAM) [42].

3. Proposed Method

In this section, we propose an attention-based data aug-

mentation method called Representative Forgery Mining

(RFM). As shown in Figure 3, our method is composed

of two components. 1) Forgery Attention Map (FAM) is

the foundation of RFM, which can reveal the sensitivity of

detector on each facial region. 2) Based on FAM, Suspi-

cious Forgeries Erasing (SFE) is applied to augment the

original image for detector training. During training, each

iteration with RFM only needs to propagate forward and

backward twice. In the rest of this section, we explain

the main difference between RFM and well-known erasing

methods [37, 41]. Same as common settings, we take fake

face detection as a binary classification problem.

3.1. Forgery Attention Map

In order to achieve guided erasing and forgeries visu-

alization, FAM is proposed to precisely locate the region

to which detector is sensitive. Concretely, the most sen-

sitive region is defined as the region where perturba-

tion has the most critical impact on detection result. In

forward propagation, detector receives facial image I as

input and outputs two logits Oreal and Ofake to measure

whether I is real or not. Because any perturbation would

affect both two logits, the detection result should be deter-

mined by the relative magnitude of the two logits. By utiliz-

ing the ∇IOreal and ∇IOfake to separately represent how

perturbation in I impacts on the logits outputs, the maxi-

mum absolute difference between ∇IOreal and ∇IOfake

is regarded as FAM to simply represent the impact of per-

turbation on detection result. In other words, each value

in FAM precisely indicates the sensitivity of detector to the

corresponding pixel in image. Formally, FAM Map can be

formulated as

MapI = max
(

abs(∇IOfake −∇IOreal)
)

= max
(

∇I

(

abs(Ofake −Oreal)
)

)

,
(1)

where the function max(·) calculates the maximum value

along channel axis and the function abs(·) obtains the abso-

lute value of each pixel.

The difference between FAM and well-known Class Ac-

tivation Mapping [7, 29, 42] can be demonstrated from two

aspects. On the one hand, FAM locates the region where

detector is sensitive, while Class Activation Mapping high-

lights the region which detector used for decision-making.

On the other hand, FAM generates map at image level,

while Class Activation Mapping calculates map based on

the last convolutional layer of network.
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Figure 4. Examples of faces processed by RE, AE, and SFE.

Obviously, our SFE is more flexible than other methods.

3.2. Suspicious Forgeries Erasing

Through occluding the Top-N sensitive facial regions

calculated by FAM, our proposed erasing method SFE real-

izes dynamic refinement. In detail, we firstly generate FAM

for each image in mini-batch. The sizes of both FAM and

input image can be assumed as H × W . Then, for each

image, we sort coordinates in descending order according

to the values in the corresponding FAM generated before.

Next, each pixel is treated as an anchor according to the

order calculated above. For each anchor, we use random in-

tegers to form a rectangle block whose size is smaller than

He × We (He ≤ H,We ≤ W ) to occlude the anchor if it

has not been occluded before. We repeat the occlusion pro-

cess until each image has been occluded by N blocks. The

detail procedure of SFE is summarized in Algorithm 1.

3.3. Comparison with wellknown erasing methods.

To demonstrate why SFE is recommended for fake face

detection, we take an analysis on the main difference be-

tween SFE and well-known erasing methods such as Ran-

dom Erasing (RE) [41] and Adversarial Erasing (AE) [37].

Random Erasing partially occludes image at a random

position with a single random-sized rectangle mask, mak-

ing network robust to single occlusion. However, in term of

fake face detection, the forgeries on which detector focuses

may be far away from each other, causing it difficult for

RE to erase all the forgeries while retaining as much effec-

tive facial information as possible. Meanwhile, due to the

lack of effective guidance, RE can not selectively erase the

forgeries which would lead to overfitting. Additionally, the

inherent algorithm defect of RE makes RE more inclined to

erase the central region of image.

Adversarial Erasing is a guided method that can progres-

sively erase the discriminative object region. However, the

Class Activation Mapping [42] which AE utilized to locate

the erasing region is calculated on the last convolutional

layer of network, which may cause the occlusion position to

be different from the region that should be occluded. More-

over, the mask generating method which AE used is so fine-

Algorithm 1: Suspicious Forgeries Erasing

Input: Input facial image I;

Image size H and W ;

Forgery Attention map Map;

Erasing Block count N ;

Erasing probability p;

Max erase size Hmax and Wmax

Output: Erased image I∗.

1 if Rand(0,1) ≤ p then

2 cnt = 0;

3 while cnt < N do

4 [i, j] = coordinate of the indth largest value in

Map;

5 if I[i, j] has not been occluded then

6 Ht = Rand(1, Hmax);
7 Wl = Rand(1,Wmax);
8 Hb = Hmax −Ht;

9 Wr = Wmax −Wl;

10 Fill I[i−Ht : i+Hb, j −Wl : j +Wr]
with a block composed of random integers;

11 cnt = cnt+ 1;

12 end

13 end

14 end

15 I∗ ← I;

16 return I∗;

grained that may increase the risk of overfitting the shape

and location of the mask.

In comparison with these methods, SFE can 1) precisely

occlude sensitive facial regions under the guidance of FAM,

2) utilize multiple blocks to flexibly erase forgeries of dif-

ferent locations and preserve as much facial region as possi-

ble, 3) never leak extra information to detector and prevent

detector from overfitting to the shape or location of eras-

ing block. The example facial images produced by different

erasing methods are illustrated in Figure 4.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset

We evaluate our method by performing experiments on

two well-known datasets: DFFD [11] and Celeb-DF [23].

DFFD [11] contains 58,703 real facial images and

240,336 fake facial images. The manipulation techniques in

DFFD are various in category, including face identity swap,

face expression and attributes manipulation, and entire face

synthesis. Moreover, both one-stage and two-stage manip-

ulation techniques are used to generate fake faces in DFFD.

Specially, due to the inaccessibility of DFL [1], the

DFFD we collected does not contain DFL database. Ac-

cording to the number of manipulation technical stages, we

divided the fake faces in DFFD into Group A and Group B.
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In detail, Group A contains fake faces generated by two-

stage techniques such as FaceSwap [4], Deepfakes [2] and

Face2Face [34], while the manipulation techniques of face

images in Group B is composed of the one-stage techniques

such as FaceAPP[3], StarGAN [9], PGGAN [15] and Style-

GAN [16]. It must be pointed out that the images in Group

A are collected from FaceForensics++ [27].

Celeb-DF [23] is a symbol of the second generation ma-

nipulation technology, which generates fake face through a

improved two-stage technique. Celeb-DF contains 590 real

videos collected from YouTube video clips of 59 celebrities

and 5,639 high-quality fake videos of celebrities generated

using improved synthesis process. The fake faces in Celeb-

DF are more difficult to distinguish than the fake faces in

the previous datasets of the same category. For fake face

detection, we extract facial images from the key frames of

videos in Celeb-DF.

4.2. Experiment Settings

We firstly resize the aligned facial images into a fixed

size of 256× 256. Then, we apply random and center crop-

ping into training and testing process to resize the images

to 224 × 224, respectively. Moreover, we flip each image

horizontally with a probability of 50% during training.

We adopt Xception [10] as the backbone of detector. All

the detectors are trained by using Adam [19] optimizer with

fixed learning rate of 0.0002. Following [11], the size of

mini-batch is set to 16, and each mini-batch consists of 8

real and 8 fake facial images. On the basis of cross entropy

loss function, we extra utilize the loss term in [14] with b =
0.04 to stabilize training. To fairly compare performance of

the detectors trained with and without our method, all the

detectors are trained from a same weight initialization. The

hyper-parameters N , p, Hmax and Wmax are implicitly set

as 3, 1.0, 120 and 120, respectively.

We report the detection performance by using the evalua-

tion metrics such as Area Under Curve (AUC) of ROC, True

Detect Rate (TDR) at False Detect Rate (FDR) of 0.01%

(denoted as TDR0.01%), and TDR at FDR of 0.1% (denoted

as TDR0.1%).

4.3. Ablation Study

In this section, we perform a number of ablation studies

to better understand the contribution of each component and

hyper-parameter in RFM.

Effect of Forgery Attention Map and Multiple Eras-

ing Blocks. We conduct experiments on DFFD to investi-

gate how Forgery Attention Map (FAM) and Multiple Eras-

ing Blocks (MEB) boost detection performance. The func-

tions of FAM and MEB are independent in RFM, where

FAM plays the role of guidance and MEB emphasizes eras-

ing with multiple blocks. The results are shown in Table 1,

where “FAM&MEB” is the original setting, “w/ MEB” de-

Method AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01%

Xception 99.94 94.47 87.17

+Ours, w/o MEB|FAM 99.95 97.21 92.62

+Ours, w/ MEB 99.95 97.40 93.13

+Ours, w/ FAM 99.96 98.06 94.83

+Ours, w/ FAM&MEB 99.97 98.35 95.50

Table 1. Ablation for the effect of different settings in RFM on

DFFD. MEB: Multiple Erasing Blocks, FAM: Forgery Attention

Map.

Iter. Method AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01%

250k
+Ours, w/ PSFE 99.94 96.91 92.84

+Ours, w/ SFE 99.95 96.17 92.78

350k
+Ours, w/ PSFE 99.97 98.25 95.34

+Ours, w/ SFE 99.97 98.35 95.50

Table 2. Comparison of SFE with PSFE on DFFD. We separately

compared their performance under 250k and 350k training itera-

tions.

notes placing the anchors of SFE randomly, “w/ FAM” de-

notes only occluding the Top-1 sensitive region under the

guidance of FAM, and “w/o MEB|FAM” denotes using a

single erasing block to occlude a random region of face.

Although the ordinary erasing (“w/o MEB|FAM”) can

improve detection performance, we observe that MEB and

FAM further improve TDR0.01% by 0.51% and 2.21%

on DFFD, respectively, demonstrating that either MEB or

FAM has contribution to our algorithm and FAM is more ef-

fective than MEB. Compared with baseline detector, the de-

tector trained with combining both MEB and FAM leads to

significant improvements of 8.33% TDR0.01% and 3.88%

TDR0.1% on DFFD, which also outperforms all the other

settings by a large margin.

Comparison with Progressive Suspicious Forgeries

Erasing. We also try to design an iterative erasing pro-

cedure to replace SFE. The new method progressively oc-

cludes the most sensitive region of face rather than using

multiple erasing blocks to occlude face at a time. Con-

cretely, we erase the Top-1 sensitive region of face under the

guidance of FAM, and then re-generate FAM of the erased

face for next erasing. The two steps work in an alternative

manner until the facial image has been erased N times. We

call this method Progressive Suspicious Forgeries Erasing

(PSFE). To evaluate the effectiveness of PSFE, we sepa-

rately compare the performance of detectors trained under

different iterations. Although PSFE consumes three times

the time of SFE in processing, the results in Table 2 show

that PSFE does not achieve significant performance gains.

The impact of hyper-parameters. To investigate the

optimal hyper-parameters under different compositions of

training data, we extract two sub-datasets from the training
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Method
Celeb-DF DFFD (Group A) DFFD (Group B)

AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01% AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01% AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01%

Xception 99.85 89.11 84.22 99.94 97.67 94.57 99.92 92.87 83.46

+AE [37] 99.84 84.05 76.63 99.94 97.98 93.64 99.92 92.97 81.73

+RE [41] 99.89 88.11 85.20 99.95 98.35 95.08 99.96 96.53 91.89

+Ours (RFM) 99.94 93.88 87.08 99.97 99.53 98.91 99.96 97.76 93.80

Patch [6] 99.96 91.83 86.16 99.94 99.85 99.23 99.96 99.58 98.75

+Ours (RFM) 99.97 93.44 89.58 99.95 99.87 99.68 99.97 99.56 98.87

Table 3. Comparison of RFM with well-known erasing methods and state of the art on DFFD and Celeb-DF. We use Xception as backbone

in the first cell and use Patch as backbone in the second cell.

Method Size p AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01%

Xception - - 96.87 40.19 25.14

+Ours 30 0.5 97.89 48.64 35.89

+Ours 30 1.0 97.32 47.23 29.38

+Ours 120 0.5 96.79 38.04 29.23

+Ours 120 1.0 96.41 34.96 26.48

Xception - - 96.71 41.94 34.07

+Ours 30 0.5 96.99 44.02 34.42

+Ours 30 1.0 96.93 43.57 33.75

+Ours 120 0.5 97.95 50.39 40.06

+Ours 120 1.0 97.87 50.17 40.86

Xception - - 99.36 70.34 59.10

+Ours 30 1.0 99.38 70.95 59.40

+Ours 120 1.0 99.53 76.26 62.12

Table 4. Detection performance under different hyper-parameters

on Celeb-DF. Results in the three cells are from the detectors

trained on Celeb-DF-subsetA, Celeb-DF-subsetB and Celeb-

DF-subsetA&B, respectively. p: Erasing probability, Size: Max

erase size Hmax&Wmax.

Figure 5. Average Class Activation Mapping (CAM) [42] on 512

facial images in Celeb-DF. The first and second colomns represent

the average CAM on real and fake faces, respectively.

set in Celeb-DF. The fake faces in Celeb-DF can be repre-

sented as replacing the source face with target identity. By

limiting the count of source faces and target identities in

training set to 8, we can construct two sub-datasets Celeb-

DF-subsetA and Celeb-DF-subsetB, respectively. Basing

on these datasets, we separately train a series of detectors

with different settings on Max erase size Hmax&Wmax and

Erasing probability p. All the detectors are trained about

120k iterations, and the results are shown in Table 4. It

is obvious that both the composition of training set and

the setting of hyper-parameters have significant impact on

Method AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01%

Xception [11] 99.61 85.26 77.42

+Reg.[11] 99.64 90.78 83.83

Xception 99.87 85.55 77.92

+Ours (RFM) 99.94 96.94 90.44

Table 5. Comparison of RFM with state of the art on DFFD.

Results shown in the first cell are from [11], and results in the

second cell represent the detectors trained with the same iterations

as [11] on DFFD without DFL.

RFM, and Hmax&Wmax is more decisive on detection per-

formance than p. Moreover, large Hmax&Wmax and p

help detector improve its detection performance when train-

ing on Celeb-DF-subsetA&B or Celeb-DF-subsetB, while

the large hyper-parameters lead to performance degradation

when training on Celeb-DF-subsetA. Unlike training with

larger parameters, training with smaller parameters helps to

improve performance in most cases, which means that the

parameters can be set from small to large until the detec-

tor reaches the optimal performance. Anyway, in order to

achieve the optimal effect, it is essential to set proper pa-

rameters during training.

4.4. Experiment on DFFD and CelebDF

Comparison with well-known erasing methods. We

separately conduct experiments on DFFD and Celeb-DF

to compare RFM with well-known erasing methods such

as Adversarial Erasing (AE) [37] and Random Erasing

(RE) [41]. Random integers are used to compose erasing

blocks for all three methods. And the hyper-parameters in

both AE and RE are set as the original settings.

The results in Table 3 shows that RFM outperforms base-

line and other erasing methods by a large margin. Mean-

while, it is counter-intuitive that the usage of AE leads to

performance degradation. To further figure out why AE

does not work on fake face detection, we generate the aver-

age CAM on 512 real and fake faces separately. As shown

in Figure 5, we find that the CAM which AE used only con-
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Part Method
Celeb-DF DFFD (Group A) DFFD (Group B)

AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01% AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01% AUC TDR0.1% TDR0.01%

Eyes

Real

Xception 69.99 00.83 00.39 93.41 33.62 20.04 97.58 44.88 22.79

+Ours (RFM) 93.43 20.47 13.86 99.72 78.19 52.63 99.30 61.12 29.67

Nose
Real

Xception 82.77 02.92 01.33 95.50 59.99 45.59 98.51 76.01 59.50

+Ours (RFM) 98.88 48.33 35.19 99.95 98.20 95.90 99.92 93.45 85.58

Mouth
Real

Xception 98.30 46.18 32.36 98.76 67.93 49.94 99.25 66.61 48.44

+Ours (RFM) 98.50 46.30 34.83 99.95 97.77 94.39 99.84 86.37 75.73

Skin
Real

Xception 85.33 08.20 04.53 92.73 16.81 6.779 94.95 47.38 29.24

+Ours (RFM) 97.87 45.44 34.36 93.79 35.80 28.97 96.80 61.06 48.52

Eyes

Real

Patch 97.06 02.25 01.28 99.91 87.86 12.70 99.87 60.64 06.92

+Ours (RFM) 97.82 06.56 04.69 99.93 97.21 20.56 99.90 81.89 28.40

Nose
Real

Patch 98.76 21.75 13.98 99.97 99.64 89.83 99.96 97.64 68.10

+Ours (RFM) 99.52 56.17 47.21 99.97 99.84 97.91 99.97 97.68 84.17

Mouth
Real

Patch 99.32 12.68 06.46 99.96 99.81 87.86 99.96 99.16 65.08

+Ours (RFM) 99.32 29.84 23.03 99.97 99.86 95.28 99.97 99.22 83.65

Skin
Real

Patch 98.98 29.85 15.26 98.88 59.18 25.06 99.87 80.81 20.01

+Ours (RFM) 99.55 47.30 32.70 99.66 77.52 39.47 99.73 80.89 39.77

Table 6. Comparison of RFM with baseline methods on the facial images which only have few technical forgeries.

Figure 6. The generation procedure of less-forgery fake faces.

The image with suffix “Real” means that the region in fake face

have been replaced with the corresponding pixels from a random

real face.

tains high-dimensional information and loses the represen-

tation ability for forgery region, providing insufficient guid-

ance for erasing.

Comparison with state of the art. In order to further

evaluate the effectiveness of RFM, we make comparisons

with state of the art on DFFD and Celeb-DF separately. As

shown in Table 3, a vanilla Xception with RFM can achieve

competitive performance with Patch [6]. Moreover, by us-

ing RFM generated images for training, Patch achieves vir-

tually the best performance than any other methods. Obvi-

ously, it is also a strong proof that RFM can be easily inte-

grated with various models to improve fake face detection

performance.

Additionally, we also compare RFM with [11]. Since the

DFFD we collected lacks fake faces from Deep Face Lab

(DFL) [1], we implement the same model selection strategy

as that in [11] to conduct a roughly fair comparison. The

whole process can be divided into two steps: Firstly, follow-

ing the training iteration in [11], we trained an Xception-

based detector on the incomplete DFFD until the detector

achieves the same TDR0.1% and TDR0.01% as [11]. Then,

we utilize RFM to train another detector under the same

iteration. The results in Table 5 indicate that RFM yields

improvements of 6.16% TDR0.1% and 6.61% TDR0.01%

when compared with results in [11].

Robustness on less-forgery fake faces. To explore

how RFM affects the detection performance on the fake

faces with few technical forgeries, we propose to leverage

semantic-based segmentation to generate less-forgery fake

faces for testing. Concretely, we firstly obtain the locations

of 68 facial landmarks by utilizing the facial landmarks ex-

tractor in dlib [18]. Then, the facial landmarks are used

to divide fake face into four parts: eyes, nose, mouth and

facial skin. Next, less-forgery fake faces are generated by

separately replacing each region in fake face with the cor-

responding pixels of a real face. Finally, we construct four

datasets that contain the fake faces with few technical forg-

eries on eyes, nose, mouth, and facial skin region respec-

tively. The detailed process is shown in Figure 6.

We separately evaluate the detectors trained with or with-

out RFM on these datasets. The results in Table 6 demon-

strate that the detectors without RFM encounter severe per-

formance degradation when facing less-forgery faces, while

REF effectively helps detector maintain performance on

less-forgery faces.

4.5. Representative Forgery Visualization

Visualization on several images. In order to exhibit the

representative forgery region discovered by RFM, we gen-

erate average FAM on 512 fake facial images for each face

manipulation technique. As illustarted in Figure 7, the de-
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Figure 7. Average FAMs separately generated under the detectors trained with different methods. The manipulation techniques in the left

and right colomn are consist of two-stage and one-stage techniques respectively.

Figure 8. The correlation matrixes calculate the normalized co-

sine similarity of average FAMs between each pair of manipula-

tion techniques. The average FAMs are generated under the detec-

tors trained (a) with or (b) without RFM respectively.

tector trained with RFM pays attention to a more compre-

hensive and representative region of interest, where the fa-

cial boundary of faces generated by two-stage techniques

and the entire skin of faces generated by one-stage tech-

niques.

Furthermore, under the help of RFM, the average FAMs

of fake faces generated by similar techniques tend to be sim-

ilar to each other (as the correlation matrixes shown in Fig-

ure 8), which reflects that RFM produces a clustering ef-

fect on the fake faces of similar techniques. Therefore, our

method can be further utilized to explore the technical pro-

cedure of a black-box manipulation technique. To achieve

this goal, we firstly train a detector with RFM on the fake

faces generated by both known and unknown techniques.

Then, we generate the average FAM for each technique and

calculate the normalized cosine similarity of FAMs between

each pair of known and unknown techniques. After that, the

technical procedure of a black-box technique can be deter-

mined according to its correlation with other known meth-

ods. As shown in the matrix, it can be inferred that FaceAPP

is belonging to one-stage manipulation technique.

Visualization on a single video. Actually, fake faces

generated by two-stage techniques mainly appear in the

form of video. To further investigate how the number of
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Single Face Average Face a) 4 Frames b) 16 Frames c) 64 Frames d) 256 Frames

Figure 9. Comparison of average FAMs calculated on a single

fake video with different frames. ‘Single face’ shows the fake face

of single frame and ‘Average face’ shows the average fake face of

multiple frames. The columns a) to d) shows the average FAMs

calculated on 4 to 256 frames, respectively.

video frames of single fake video influences on the visu-

alization effectiveness of our method, we exhibit the aver-

age FAMs generated based on different frames of a single

video. As shown in Figure 9, average FAM generated on

4 frames is enough to show the representative forgery with

discriminative contour, and the complete contour and inner

of representative forgery appear gradually when the num-

ber of frames raises from 4 to 256. In conclusion, RFM

performs well on representative forgery mining.

5. Conclusion

In this work, we provide insight into fake face detec-

tion that detection performance can be effectively improved

by refining training data. Concretely, we propose a novel

attention-based data augmentation method to guide detector

explore representative forgery from the previously ignored

facial region. In addition, the visualization result shows

that our method can separately discover the corresponding

representative forgery of different manipulation techniques

without the need of well-designed supervision. With our

method, a vanilla CNN-based detector can achieve state-of-

the-art performance on the well-known fake face datasets

DFFD and Celeb-DF.
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